Probiotics that promote the gut microbiota have been reported to reduce stress responses, and improve memory and mood. Whether and how antibiotics that eliminate or inhibit pathogenic and commensal gut bacteria also affect central nervous system functions in humans is so far unknown. In a double-blinded randomized study, 16 healthy volunteers (27.00 ± 1.60 years; 9 males) received either rifaximin (600 mg/day) (a poorly absorbable antibiotic) or placebo for 7 days. Before and after the drug intervention, brain activities during rest and during a social stressor inducing feelings of exclusion (Cyberball game) were measured using magnetoencephalography. Social exclusion significantly affected (p < 0.001) mood and increased exclusion perception. Magnetoencephalography showed brain regions with higher activations during exclusion as compared to inclusion, in different frequency bands. Seven days of rifaximin increased prefrontal and right cingulate alpha power during resting state. Low beta power showed an interaction of intervention (rifaximin, placebo) × condition (inclusion, exclusion) during the Cyberball game in the bilateral prefrontal and left anterior cingulate cortex. Only in the rifaximin group, a decrease (p = 0.004) in power was seen comparing exclusion to inclusion; the reduced beta-1 power was negatively correlated with a change in the subjective exclusion perception score. Social stress affecting brain functioning in a specific manner is modulated by rifaximin. Contrary to our hypothesis that antibiotics have advert effects on mood, the antibiotic exhibited stress-reducing effects similar to reported effects of probiotics (supported by NeuroGUT, a EU 7th Framework Programme ITN no. 607652; ClinicalTrials.gov identifier number NCT02793193).
Introduction
The gut-brain axis is essential for communication between the enteric nervous system and central nervous system (CNS) functions. The commensal gut microbiota, therefore, may play an important role on this axis through neural, immune, and endocrine pathways. Previous studies have found altered gut microbiota (GM) composition not only to affect enteric nervous system functions [1] but also to change CNS functions in animals and humans [2] [3] [4] [5] . Among the most frequently investigated CNS functions are social functions, learning and memory functions, and stress responsiveness in animals, yet few data are available in humans [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Although many tools are available to manipulate the microbiota in animals (germ-free or specifically colonized animals, antibiotic elimination of the microbiota, fecal microbiota transfer between animals and from humans to animals, etc.) [10] [11] [12] [13] , few allow similar approaches in humans. As we have recently summarized [14] , probiotics have been used to affect CNS functions in animals and humans, with a variety of different bacterial strains but predominantly Lactobacillus and Bifidobacterium.
Although some of these were available as nutrient supplements even before their therapeutic benefit became evident, others have been developed specifically for the purpose to act as therapeutic agents in intestinal (e.g., irritable bowel syndrome, IBS; inflammatory bowel diseases) and extraintestinal disorders (atopy, diabetes). More recently, disturbed CNS functions, e.g., of neurological (autism spectrum disorder) or psychiatric nature (mood disorders), have come into focus [15] [16] [17] , and first studies have evaluated the effects of probiotics on related CNS functions in healthy volunteers, whereas studies in respective patient populations are still scarce [18] .
The mechanisms by which probiotics affect central functions are incompletely understood, but include-among others-direct effects on the commensal gut microbiota (via increased diversity and/or competitive colonization), enhancement of their metabolic functions, or stimulation of the enteric neural or immune system, all of which could directly or indirectly stimulate the gut-brain axis and elicit such central effects.
Despite its wide use in everyday medicine, antibiotics have rarely been investigated for their effects on central functions, presumably for two reasons: their use in healthy subjects is limited by their ability to induce antibiotic resistance that may be detrimental in case antibiotics are needed for treatment of acute bacterial infections; and patients that are in need for antibiotics are suffering from acute infections, and any central effect seen may as well be a consequence of the acute disease rather than antibiotics-induced CNS consequences of manipulating the gut microbiota. Although antibiotics-induced peripheral consequences, e.g., diarrhea and irritable bowel syndrometype symptoms, are well established, long-term CNS consequences of antibiotic use have not been investigated so far.
Rifaximin is a locally (intestinally) acting broadband antibiotic with poor bioavailability (< 1% systemic absorption), thus with minimal risk for provoking antibiotic resistance [19] . This specific property allows its use both in healthy volunteers as well as in patients without severe infection, e.g., in traveler's diarrhea [20] . A few trials have shown clinical efficacy in IBS [21, 22] and in small intestinal bacterial overgrowth [23, 24] , but here the mechanism of action is less unclear.
Most animal work of Bpsychobiotics^relates to their effects on standardized stress paradigms, specifically social stressors such as open-field [15] , maternal separation [25] , and defensive burying test [15, 26] . In search for a stress paradigm that would allow the testing of social stress with neuroimaging methods in humans, we have identified the BCyberball game( CBG), which is a virtual game that is often used to study social stress by exclusion/rejection [27] . Different from other human stress tasks, such as the Trier Social Stress test [28] , the CBG can be employed easily in a brain scanner, thus allowing direct evaluation of associated neurobiological processes, to compensate for the lack of direct physiological stress markers in human research, as compared to animal studies.
During this CBG, participants play a computer-simulated ball and feel distressed during the period when the other players barely throw a ball to him/her. Some studies also showed physiological changes such as raised cortisol level, higher skin conductance, and increased facial temperature [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . A systematic review of neuroimaging studies summarized the relevant brain activities and showed its reliability to induce social stress in healthy volunteers [35] . Accordingly, regions of the insula, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and temporal and prefrontal cortex (PFC) were activated to social exclusion [36] [37] [38] . Neural oscillations are thought to play a key role in processing neural information, and different types of oscillatory activities are being studied for their functions. Exclusion-induced changes in neural oscillations such as alpha and theta frequency bands have also been reported in these areas [39] [40] [41] .
In order to investigate the neural oscillations during social stress and their modulation by rifaximin, we conducted an exploratory experiment in healthy volunteers using magnetoencephalography (MEG), as a functional neuroimaging technique with fine spatial resolution and high temporal [42] . Because of a putative antibiotic effect of rifaximin on the commensal microbiota, we hypothesized that rifaximin would, in contrast to known probiotic effects on CNS functions [14] , increase the stress response following social exclusion.
Materials and Method

Participants
Sixteen volunteers participated in the study. All participants met our inclusion criteria: 1) nonsmoker for at least 3 months, 2) with a body mass index of 18 to 30, 3) without any chronic allergies, 4) willing to discontinue the consumption of probiotic-and prebiotic-containing foods or potentially immune-enhancing dietary supplements, 5) receiving no immune-suppressing intervention and not having any immunosuppressive illness within the last year, 6) receiving no antibiotic therapy within the last 2 months, 7) having no psychiatric or gastrointestinal disorder, and 8) having no nonremovable metal parts in the body. Informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to joining the study. The protocol has been approved by the Ethics Board of the University of Tübingen Medical School (No. 503/2015BO1, approved on 26 August 2015) and registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (identifier number NCT02793193).
Study Design
Our pilot study was a randomized, double-blinded, and parallel-group design, in which the participants visited our laboratory twice for measurements: at baseline and 1 day after the end of drug intake. The intervention and the control group took the antibiotic rifaximin (3 × 200 mg/day) or placebo pills, respectively, for 7 days; drugs and placebos were provided by the university hospital pharmacy. The randomization scheme was unblinded after completion of the experiment and the data evaluation.
During the intervention period, participants were instructed to avoid the consumption of food containing probiotics/prebiotics, or potentially immune-enhancing dietary supplements. This was supported by providing them with a list of Bprohibited^foods (Appendix 1).
Questionnaires
To survey participants' health status during each of the 2 visits, the 36-item short-form health survey (SF-36) was used [43] . The SF-36 includes 8 concepts: physical functioning, bodily pain, role limitations due to physical health problems, role limitations due to personal or emotional problems, emotional well-being, social functioning, energy/fatigue, and general health perceptions.
After each of the inclusion and exclusion blocks (see below), participants needed to complete 2 questionnaires to assess their acute level of distress. We employed the self-report measures of the Need Threat Scale (NTS), Mood questionnaire (MQ), and the subjective Bexclusion perception^(SEP) on a scale rating between 1 and 5 (Appendix 2); all these scales are validated standard for the CBG [27, 44] .
Cyberball Game
In the CBG, the participants were asked to play a ball-tossing game with 2 other virtual players programmed by the experimenter. They were made to believe that the 2 players were real and were playing the game. To control for gender effects, male participants played with 2 female players, and female participants played with 2 male players. The volunteering participants could throw the ball to either of the other 2 players on the left or right, by pressing the button on the response box (Fig. 1) .
The CBG consisted of 4 blocks: inclusion-exclusion-inclusion-exclusion conditions, in fixed order. In each inclusion blocks, there were 108 trials, and each of the players has equal chance to receive the ball. The 1/3 of total 108 trials in the inclusion block when the virtual players threw the ball to each other and not to the participant were called Bnot my turnê vents. To equalize the numbers of analyzed trials when the virtual players threw the ball to each other and not to the participant, despite the 3 trials when participants received the ball for maintaining their attention, the remaining 36 Brejection^events were used for comparison with the 36 Bnot my turn^events in the inclusion block. The trial began with the ball being presented in the cartoon for 500-2000 ms randomly to imitate a real-life situation. Then, the ball was moving for 2000 ms before reaching the target player (Fig. 1) . After each of the inclusion and exclusion blocks, participants completed the NTS, MQ, and SEP.
Magnetoencephalography Recording
Brain magnetic fields were measured with a 275-channel whole-head magnetoencephalograph. Participants were studied in supine position. During each visit, 5-min resting state was recorded prior to while playing the CBG. During restingstate measurements, participants were instructed to move as little as possible and to be awake while keeping their eyes closed. During the CBG, task instructions were projected onto a screen in front of the participants. MEG signals were sampled at a rate of 585.94 Hz with an anti-aliasing filter set to 292.97 Hz.
In order to overlay the brain activity derived from MEG on anatomical scans, high-resolution (1 mm, isotropic) T1-weighted structural MR images were acquired using an MPRAGE sequence with a 3-T MR scanner (University Hospital Tübingen, Germany) for each participant.
Data Analysis
Data Analysis: Questionnaires
To test the intervention-related changes in participants' health status scored by SF-36, changes from before to after the 7-day intervention were computed by subtracting the baseline assessment from postintervention values. To control the intervention-related changes on the NTS, the MQ, and the SEP during the CBG, changes after each intervention were computed for each condition.
Data were analyzed using SPSS 21 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). Changes in SF-36 were entered into a 2-independentsample Mann-Whitney U test of intervention (rifaximin vs placebo), as this data was not normally distributed. The changes in NTS, MQ, and SEP were entered in a 2 × 2 ANOVA of intervention as a between-subject factor (rifaximin vs placebo) × condition as a within-subject factor (exclusion vs inclusion). If significant main effects or interactions were observed, pairwise comparisons were used to assess each time point with a Bonferroni-adjusted threshold (α = 0.025).
Data Analysis: MEG Data
Preprocessing Analysis of the MEG data was carried out using MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) and the open-source toolbox Fieldtrip [45] . The resting-state dataset were cut into time windows of 2 s. Data in this time window were filtered using a 4-Hz high-pass frequency filter. Nonphysiological jumps in the MEG signal and trials with jump and muscle artifacts were excluded by an automatic rejection algorithm. Any trial in each channel whose variance exceeded 10 −25 T 2 was excluded from further analysis. The continuously recorded dataset of the CBG was segmented with respect to stimulus onset (when 1 player threw the ball) and baseline adjusted using a [−1000: 2000] ms trial interval. Trials in which the other players threw the ball toward each other during the inclusion blocks were defined as Binclusionĉ ondition, and those during exclusion blocks were defined as Bexclusion^conditions.
Time-Frequency Analysis
The time-frequency analysis used the multitaper windowed fast Fourier transform BMTMFFTî mplemented in Fieldtrip. The Bmultitaper method^is based on Slepian sequences as tapers. The frequency of interest ranged from 4 to 30 Hz with step of 2 Hz and the smoothing window is +/− 3 Hz.
Source Analysis Using the time-frequency determined by the analysis described above, oscillatory sources of theta, alpha, beta-1, beta-2, and beta-3 bands (6, 11, 16, 21 , and 26 Hz) were localized using beamformer techniques. The Dynamical Imaging of Coherent Sources method was applied [46] . In order to estimate the individual source activity, each participant's brain recorded as T1-MR image was divided in a regular three-dimensional grid with a 1-cm resolution and a spatial inverse filter was computed from both conditions and both visits, as common filter. This common filter was applied to each condition and each visit separately in order to obtain the respective source power. The MEG data was coregistrated with the individual structural MR images.
Source Statistics For testing the effects of stress induced by the CBG, the source power in each frequency band from all the participants at the baseline visit was entered in a pairedsamples t test comparing exclusion with inclusion condition. For analyzing the effect of rifaximin, we performed sourcelevel statistics for the data obtained from the resting-state condition and the CBG, respectively. For resting state, changes in the source power in each frequency band were computed by subtracting the baseline from the postintervention. The changes of the source power were entered into an independent t test with intervention (rifaximin vs placebo) as between factor. For the CBG, changes in the source power were computed by subtracting the baseline from the postintervention in each condition in each frequency band. Changes of source power were entered in a 2-way ANOVA of interventions (rifaximin vs placebo) × conditions (exclusion vs inclusion). To localize significant activations, the cluster-based permutation method for multiple comparisons (corrected) was used with a significance level of alpha of 0.05.
Correlation Between Behavioral and MEG Data
To correlate the change in neural activity with change in the subjective reports by rifaximin, correlations were done for the resting-state task and the CBG, respectively. For the restingstate task, averaged source power was calculated for clusters that differed significantly between both visits, and was correlated with changes in health status. For the CBG, for each condition and each intervention, source power in the clusters that differed significantly between both visits was averaged. The averaged source power was correlated with changes in the scores of NTS, MQ, and SEP in each condition and each group, using Pearson correlations. These correlations were considered significant at a corrected threshold of p < 0.05. 
Results
Sixteen healthy participants met the inclusion criteria of the study and completed the experiment (9 males, age 27.00 ± 1.60 years age; BMI 22.21 ± 0.48). Eight participants completed the intervention with rifaximin (6 males, age 26.50 ± 1.05; BMI 22.48 ± 0.58) and 8 with placebo (3 males, mean age 27.50 ± 3.12; BMI 21.94 ± 0.81).
Stress Effect by the Cyberball Game
There was a significant difference between inclusion and exclusion in the global score of the NTS (t 15 = 5.06, p < 0.001). In the exclusion condition, participants reported higher scores of the global NTS score. The score of the MQ is significantly lower in the exclusion condition compared to inclusion condition (t 15 = − 5.40, p < 0.001). Also, in the SEP, participants revealed a significantly higher score of exclusion perception (t 15 = 13.64, p < 0.001).
Source statistics of MEG power in each frequency band showed brain regions that had significantly higher activations during the exclusion compared to the inclusion condition (Fig. 2) .
Intervention Effect by Rifaximin
Physical and Psychological Health Status
Comparing the scores of the questionnaires between the rifaximin and the placebo group at baseline, no group differences were found for any score of the SF-36 item survey. After intervention, only the difference in Bemotional well-being,^a subitem of the SF-36 item survey, was significant between groups (U = 11, p = 0.02). There was a significantly higher increase of Bemotional well-being^in the rifaximin group (median, 11.13) than in the placebo group (median, 5.88).
Effects of Rifaximin on Resting-State MEG
We tested the effects of the intervention on the source power in each frequency band during resting state. An independent t test showed a significant cluster of increased power in the alpha band (11 Hz) in the right superior and inferior frontal cortex and the bilateral middle cingulate gyrus extending to the left insula in the rifaximin group as compared to the placebo group (Fig. 3 , p < 0.05). 
Resting State and Health Status
To investigate whether the increase of neural activity during resting state was correlated to the participants' health state, we correlated the averaged power changes in the significantly activated cluster with the changes in SF-36 scores. However, no correlation was found, neither across both groups nor within each group.
Rifaximin Effect on Neural Response to the Cyberball Game
To test the effects of interventions and conditions on the neural response to the CBG, a 2-way ANOVA test was carried out. No significant main effect of intervention or condition was found. Only in beta-1 band (16 Hz), a significant interaction of interventions and conditions was found in the left inferior and superior and the bilateral middle frontal cortex and the left anterior cingulate gyrus ( Fig. 4 ; p < 0.05). As a post hoc analysis, we compared brain activity changes between two conditions (exclusion vs inclusions) for each intervention group separately. Only in the rifaximin group, a decrease in beta-1 power, in the bilateral inferior, superior, and middle frontal cortex; the bilateral anterior, middle, and posterior cingulate gyrus; and the bilateral parietal and postcentral cortex, could be demonstrated for exclusion as compared with inclusion ( Fig. 5 ; p = 0.002). A summary of frequency bands and neuroanatomical areas found to be related with social stress, rifaximin intervention, and their interaction is provided (Table 1) .
Neural Activity and Subjective Report of the Social Exclusion
A correlation between neural activity change and subjective report changes of social exclusion was tested only in case of a significant difference of neural activity changes between intervention groups. Therefore, we only tested correlations between neural activity changes in the cluster with changes of the subjective report of NTS, MQ, and SEP for each condition during the CBG, respectively. Only in the rifaximin group, a significant correlation was obtained between SEP score changes and beta-1 power changes (r = 0.86, p = 0.006).
Discussion
Using MEG, we observed an effect of stress, induced by the CBG, on the neural oscillations in different frequency bands and at distributed brain areas. Daily intervention of 600 mg rifaximin for 1 week significantly increased the frontal and cingulate alpha power during resting state and decreased prefrontal and cingulate low beta power during social exclusion compared with inclusion. These neural changes were only observed in the group that consumed rifaximin, indicating that 1-week intervention of rifaximin did have effects on CNS functions in healthy volunteers. The observed neural effects of rifaximin are suggested to be mediated by its effects on the gut microbiota.
Stress Effect
Our study is the first one using MEG that has found that social exclusion produced larger neural oscillatory activities in various frequency bands in certain brain areas. The fusiform facial area was more activated in all the frequency bands from theta, alpha, to beta waves. This finding is consistent with previous studies, suggesting an enhanced processing of the other players' faces and learning of the social value of their faces according to the unpleasant/negative social exclusive event. Activations of the parietal area were found in the low- Fig. 3 Difference of changed brain activity during resting state comparing rifaximin versus placebo. A cluster including the left inferior and middle frontal cortex, the bilateral superior frontal cortex, the right middle cingulate gyrus, and the left insula showed significantly more increased power in alpha band (11 Hz), p < 0.05 frequency band-theta and alpha waves, and temporal activations in beta bands. In a recent scoping review of neuroimaging data of CBG, the summarized key neural processing of social exclusion pointed out that parietal activity was involved in an early stage process including perception and attention [35] . Hereby, we may suggest that theta and alpha oscillations play a crucial role in perception and attention of the exclusion event. Temporal activations in beta bands may reflect emotional arousal and event appraisal processes [36, 47] . Interestingly, in addition to the cingulate gyrus which has been reported by many previous studies, we have also obtained significant activations of hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus in alpha and beta bands, indicating stronger memory consolidation and retrial during the social exclusion.
Rifaximin Effect
Rifaximin has been approved for the use in humans to treat acute and chronic gastrointestinal infections and disorders. However, few studies have been done to investigate its role in the gut-brain axis, whereas probiotics have been more commonly addressed for its positive effects on both gut and brain functions [14, [48] [49] [50] . Several cognition functions, including working memory in patients with liver cirrhosis, have been reported to improve with rifaximin [51, 52] . In the study by Ahluwalia et al. [51] , an 8-week intake of rifaximin enhanced working memory and inhibitory control with altered brain activities in patients with liver cirrhosis. The authors suggested the central effects of rifaximin are mediated by the Fig. 5 Difference of neural activity change in 16 Hz during the Cyberball game comparing exclusion versus inclusion conditions in the rifaximin group. Regions of the bilateral inferior, superior, and middle frontal cortex; the bilateral anterior, middle, and posterior cingulate gyrus; and the bilateral parietal and postcentral cortex showed a reduced neural activity change in beta-1 band (16 Hz) comparing exclusion versus inclusion conditions, p < 0.002 Fig. 4 Difference of neural activity change in 16 Hz during the Cyberball game by interaction of interventions and conditions effects. A cluster including the left inferior and superior and the bilateral middle frontal cortex, and the left anterior cingulate gyrus, showed a reduced neural activity change in beta-1 band (16 Hz) comparing exclusion versus inclusion and rifaximin versus placebo, p < 0.05 gut-liver-brain axis by modulating gut bacteria, serum bilirubin, and systemic endotoxemia.
From our results, one could conclude that rifaximin is beneficial in improving mental health by relieving stress, both in resting conditions and in stressful situations. Finding that volunteers taking rifaximin became less nervous, calmer, and happier after the intervention (as is reflected by the respective SF-36 items), an improvement of emotional well-being was achieved.
Currently, we do not know whether the effects of rifaximin on the neuronal activity are direct or mediated indirectly via an improvement of bodily well-being. Nevertheless, based on a large number of studies showing frontal alpha as neuronal signature of participants entering a more relaxed state-e.g., as an effect of music therapy leading to reduced levels of anxiety [53, 54] -the larger frontal and cingulate power for the rifaximin group during resting state is a convincing index for states of stronger relaxation.
This improvement may be associated with altered brain activities during the resting state after the rifaximin intervention. The larger frontal and cingulate alpha power for the rifaximin group during resting state may be related to increased relaxation-this has often been observed when participants were more relaxed, e.g., as effect of music therapy leading to reduced anxiety levels [53, 54] . Together, participants' reported improvement in emotional well-being and altered resting brain activity may indicate an effect of rifaximin on relieving stress in general. During socially stressful situations as induced by the exclusion condition in the CBG, a decreased frontal and cingulate low beta power was found for the rifaximin group. Also, beta-1 band power reduction was negatively correlated to the change of SEP after rifaximin intervention, showing that as the participants perceived more exclusion, there was higher reduction of the beta-1 power in the PFC and ACC. Frontal beta power has been reported to occur in mental fatigue and appears negatively related to mental stress level [55] . In a study investigating the central effects of the phosphatidylserine supplement, which can decrease perceived stress and improve mood, a reduced frontal beta-1 power by phosphatidylserine after an induction of stress has been reported [56] . Similarly, a moderate massage also decreased the beta activity in the brain as well as participants' stress level [57, 58] . As activations in the PFC and ACC have been reported to be involved in emotion regulation during social exclusion [35, 47] , the reduced beta-1 power band in these areas may be related to higher demands for emotion regulation of the perceived exclusion as well as to reduce mental stress.
Additional lines of evidence can be provided by two fMRI studies investigating alteration of neural processes of emotional stimuli by probiotics intervention. One study using fermented milk products with probiotic reported a shift of brain activity from arousal-based resting-state network to a regulatory network and reduced neural activities in affective and viscerosensory cortices to emotional stimuli after 4 weeks of intervention [59] . A recent study in IBS patients showed Bifidobaterium longum NCC3001 also reduced neural responses in amygdala and frontolimbic regions to fearful stimuli [18] . Changed activations in amygdala and frontolimbic have indicated modulated hypothalamic-pituitary axis activity and emotion regulation due to the stimuli [60, 61] . According to these convergent lines of evidence, the reduced power in the frontal and cingulate regions in beta power found in our study may indicate less mental fatigue and a higher level of ongoing mental regulation during the stressful event. In summary, rifaximin may have effects of improving relaxation and reducing anxiety levels and stress responses by modulating central processing of emotion.
Rifaximin is known because of its benefits in modulating the gastrointestinal functions and treating IBS. Furthermore, rifaximin has been found in some studies to promote beneficial bacteria in the gut such as Bifidobacteria and Lactobacilli [62] [63] [64] . Rifaximin-induced changes of CNS functions might be mediated by rifaximin-induced altered gut GM composition or diversity that lead to changes of metabolites such as short-chain fatty acids and tryptophan, which in turn can influence the CNS [15, 65] . Similar to probiotics, rifaximin influences immune system mucosal inflammation by reducing the level of certain interleukins and tumor necrosis factor α [64] . Thereby, the improved immune function could affect the endocrine and nervous systems [66] . Probiotics have been regarded as having positive effects on gastrointestinal and increasingly also on central functions by modulating the gut microbiota through the gut-brain axis. However, our findings indicate that rifaximin may act on the CNS by modulating the GM in a similar way as probiotics.
The present study had some limitations that need discussion. First, as a pilot study, we did not collect stool samples for microbiome analysis, which could give more insight into the mechanism of action of rifaximin, e.g., whether rifaximin alters the commensal gut microbiota itself, alters the metabolic activity of the microbiota, or acts via the immune system, that in turn may be responsible for the CNS effects. Second, the stress response induced by the CBG was testified by subjective measures of distress, but neither physiological nor hormonal stress responses were measured. Third, no power calculation was performed because of the exploratory character of the trial, which was supposed to generate a hypothesis that was planned to be tested in a future study, but the serendipity of the finding motivated us to report it separately. The present study provides evidence that it is worthwhile to compare the effects of rifaximin and probiotics as well as their combination on central nervous system functions. Further research should in particular study the effect of rifaximin comprehensively by correlating the microbiological, physiological, psychological, and neural responses due to stress and intervention effects.
Conclusion
Using MEG, we were able to identify a neural signature of social stress and its modulation due to rifaximin. Oscillatory neuromagnetic activity in different frequency bands and brain areas reflected aspects of neural processes during social exclusion. One week of rifaximin intervention influenced the prefrontal and cingulate alpha oscillation in the resting state and the prefrontal and cingulate low beta oscillation as a response to social stress. Further studies investigating this effect in a larger population are expected to confirm these findings and might highlight even more subtle effects on brain activities and social well-being. Including peripheral physiological parameters in the study and testing patients with functional gastrointestinal disorders appear to be promising to elucidate the pathways and mechanisms on how GM affects brain functions.
